
Working with New Communities/Partnerships Best Practices
Montana Arts Council Creative Aging Foundation Training

Julie’s group:
● Set up face-to-face meetings
● Rather than launching into offering, ask what they already have going on

○ Let them talk about their interests, which will help you get a flavor for what the
entry might be for your work

● Take the time to get to know people before just pushing your agenda
○ Try talking about your personal history first to find ways to discover common

ground and build trust; then launch into program or organization info
● Share your personal mission - so they can understand where you are coming from and

your passion for the work
● Do an informal meet and greet before the program to get a feel for the community and

their interests
● Be brave, introduce yourself to everyone
● Smile!
● Art is a great common ground with new people
● Remember that you’re giving something of value; it’s a gift and a sharing
● Be prepared, but also be responsive and receptive to opinions; change if needed!

Sarah’s group:
● Be honest
● Don’t be afraid to expand what you’re offering to new potential partners in response to

org’s needs
● Make sure you can accommodate the needs of partners as much as possible
● Don’t assume folks know something or how to do something, particularly in working

with marginalized communities
● Be sure that what you’re offering has value to the community you want to serve
● Share who you are, be genuine
● Be willing to try new things, learn new things
● Don’t be afraid to be vulnerable, acknowledge what you don’t know

Ann’s group:

Entering a new community
● Recognize that re-engagement in partnerships over time is like renewing a new

partnership each time especially if there is change - whether it be staff, goals or roles



● Know who you need to know, whether it is your teachers, people before you who have
experience and can offer advice or friendships created to help navigate the experience
with

● Acknowledge mistakes so everyone involved can learn from them and not just shrug
them off for the sake of moving forward

● When working with schools and principals, get teachers on your side, if you can -
whether through word of mouth or direct contact - and be sensitive to not adding more
to their workload

● Make sure you are aware of everyone who is responsible for the program - whatever
position or level that might be - so you know who needs to be engaged with what so
programs don’t die

● Recognize knowledge built over time

Working partnerships
● Know who you are partnering with to make sure you are aligned in mission. Do your

homework on your partners- who they are, who they serve and what they offer
● Maintain open and honest communication
● Make sure all partners are interested in hearing each other, and the partnership is not

one-sided in any direction
● Communicate and articulate the value and impact of the arts.  It is not just a hobby
● Follow-up and assess how things are going

Maura’s group:
Working Partnerships

● Match needs to solutions
● Ask questions
● Faithful and ACTIVE partnership
● Listen to your potential partners
● Offer benefits and contributions that will help with their mission
● Come with an offering

Dane’s group:
● Be adaptable. Observe and ask what the organization is already doing, and be willing to

meet them where they are
● Adaptability is key.  Perceive their needs
● Allow other voices to speak sooner rather than later. Ask “What brought you here?

What is your interest? What do you hope to get out of this experience?”  And adjust
accordingly

● Allow experience to teach, rather than lecturing. Introduce activities sooner rather than
later, so assessment and inquiry can begin
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● Allow yourself to be authentic and when “mistakes” happen or adjustments need to be
made in real time, say “I’m learning right along with you”

● Be humble, and keep a sense of humor.
● In partnership, be willing to build slowly; introduce yourself and allow inquiry
● Ask what the organization's goals and missions are, and align with their language
● Connect with the “helpers and gatekeepers” onsite, and don’t be afraid to reach out for

support when needed
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